Intamin is a world-leading manufacturer of amusement and theme park attractions with a
proud history built since 1957. Our product portfolio boasts the widest range of rides in our
industry. We are known for roller coasters, water and freefall rides as well as observation
towers, round rides and many others. Since the beginning, we have been pioneers in our
industry: We have and still develop highly innovative and cutting-edge rides as well as
technologies for our worldwide clients and hold countless world records for our
achievements.
Every day, we work for the smile on our customer's faces, the thrill and joy of their experience and to
push the boundaries of what's possible between man and machine. We create, engineer,
manufacture, install, test, deliver and service all systems ourselves and every person in our
organization has a key role in the process. We live our strong passion: You dream it, We build it They love it.

To strengthen our technical service team in Schaan (Liechtenstein), we are looking for a

AFTER SALES SERVICE ENGINEER (M/F/D)
YOUR ROLE
As a service engineer, you will have the chance to learn about our systems and support our clients
to help them ensure that their installations are well maintained to achieve best performance,
reliability and safety. Providing customer support and developing solutions for all types of rides and
its different generations, you will continuously be facing new challenges. You will travel visiting our
factories as well as our clients to build a relationship with them and check or test our products that
you have worked on yourself.
Your job opportunity is arising as we are investing to expand our customer services. You will be part
of a very autonomous group and be assigned to certain regions/clients to focus on. You will have the
chance to build up a relationship with the diverse owners of our ride systems and their technical
teams. This relationship will lead to dynamic discussions with them and also in-house in order to
resolve technical solutions and find the best way to proceed under certain circumstances. You will
be the face representing Intamin to the clients and will be instrumental to the success and image of
Intamin in the market.

WHAT DO YOU NEED FOR THIS ROLE?
An engineering degree or demonstrated knowledge/experience of electro-mechanical systems
preferably comparable to the ride systems that we produce.
Some years relevant experience would be appreciated.
Good English skills. You have to communicate with customers from all over the world and with the
different nationalities in-house.

Good communication skills and empathy.
Sense of responsibility, honesty and with initiative.
Flexibility in those times when our customers need urgent support. Your flexibility will be
corresponded with our flexibility.
Willingess to travel (approx. 15%)
FL/CH/EWR/EU nationality

WHAT DO WE OFFER?
We offer a unique place to work in one of the most exciting and fun industries in the world. As a midsized, family-owned company, we offer a high degree of job responsibility with short decision-making
times in a highly diverse, global and multi-cultural environment.
We provide a competitive salary and good development opportunities working with a very talented and
dynamic team who have brought the company to where it is today.
We value and organize regular team events and team activities, provide an internal educational
program for individual development, a flextime working system and other fringe benefits such as free
coffee, parking and more. Last, but not least, we are located in the beautiful mountainous Rhine valley
boasting with amazing opportunities for outdoor recreational activities in the mountains and
surrounding lakes.
Learn more about Intamin: https://www.intamin.com/company/about-us/
Learn more about our products: https://www.intamin.com/products/

YOU WANT TO GET ON THIS RIDE WITH US?
We are looking forward to receiving your CV including where available the corresponding letters of
reference and the documentation on your professional qualifications together with your letter of
motivation at HR@intamin.com.

